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Outline

 Iron Pnictides – high-Tc superconductivity from itinerant         
or localized electrons?

 Superconducting order parameter in the pnictides:                 
symmetry and anisotropy

 LaOFeAs vs. LaOFeP: nodeless vs. nodal extended              
s-wave symmetry 

 KFe2As2: d-wave symmetry at strong hole doping

 KFe2Se2: s-wave superconductivity. 



Different families of Iron Arsenide compounds





Differences Between Cuprates and Pnictides

Cu: 3d9 Fe: 3d6

Spin 1/2 Spin: 0-2

Single d orbitals Multi d orbitals

Collinear-AFM magnetic order  
or no magnetic order at all

Antiferromagnetic

Simple band structure More complicated band structure

Parent compounds: insulator Parent compounds: bad metal

pairing symmetry 

d-wave

pairing symmetry 

s-wave, d-wave, p-wave (?)

Major issues: pairing symmetry seems 
dependent on compound family, doping, 
interaction profile, z-direction 
dispersion?

Cuprates: Pnictides







Fermi surface RG is our approach to investigate the 
superconducting order parameter

 Polchinski's flow equations:
hierarchy of m-point functions

 Infinitesimal steps of mode    
integration: fRG solution of    
fermionic action

 Consider diagrams contributing to    
4 point function V(k1,k2,k3,k4):        
2nd order plaquet terms

 Suitable method to detect FS    
instabilities starting from bare  
weak coupling

Cooper Peierls

Screening



Fermi surface RG: method

 Flow to Fermi surface IR fixed point manifold via cutoff Λ

 Symmetry and general properties of diverging channels of 
V(k1, k2, k3, k4) specify the type of observed instability

 Tc ~ Λc where V diverges

 Unbiased description of all FS instabilities (includes all
subchannel summations plus vertex corrections)

 Pioneered for one-band cuprates by Schulz, Honerkamp,
Salmhofer, Metzner (PRB 2000, 2001)

 Multi-band case by 
Wang, Zhai, Ran, Vishwanath, DH Lee (PRL 2009) 
Thomale, Platt, Honerkamp, Hu, BAB (PRB 2009)

 Alternative approaches: 
analytic RG, RPA, meanfield methods, FLEX, DMFT ...





Pnictide Order parameter symmetry: Two

 Minimal model featuring electron pockets at X 
and hole pockets at Γ and M

 Sensitive to tight binding parameters t 
(in/decreasing nesting -> favor SDW/SC)

 Form factor of instabilitiy O: Specify channel 

Raghu, Qi, Liu, Scalapino, Zhang, PRB 2008

Nodal SDW 
(Hong-Ding group Hasan group)

Extended s-wave SC



Doping-induced SC/SDW transition in 2-band model

x=-0.1 x=0 x=0.1





As vs P: Thermal Conductivity
Checkelsky et al (Ong 
group, Princeton)

 Large hole-like quasiparticle
population exists below Tc, 

 Consistent with a highly 
anisotropic gap

 Low T thermal conductivity shows 
the absence of a T-linear term. 

 Mostly phonon contributions 
at low T

 Nodeless gap

Taillefer group, Canada

Matsuda group, Japan

 Significant conductivity 
offset

Strong indication for 
nodal gap (relevant low-
energy DOS) LaFePO

BaFe2As2

BaFe2As2





 The one rather sure fact: in the 1111 and 122 compounds, the hole FS
seem to be fully gapped in the SC state for both hole and electron doping

 ARPES is difficult e.g. on SC LaFePO since gap is too small

Ding group (China)

ARPES on the superconducting state



Experimental facts on LaOFeAs and LaOFeP

LaOFeAs

High Tc (50K)

Nodeless, an/isotropic 
gap

(π,0) parent magnetic 
order

LaOFeP

Low Tc (7K)

Nodal gap

No parent magnetic order



Orbital Content of the Fermi Surfaces



LaFeAsO vs. LaFePO: band structure

Kuroki et al.
Thomale et al.

 Main difference is a switch of band orbital character at the M point in the 
unfolded Brillouin zone

 P-based: band closest to Fermi level does not share orbital character
with other pockets



Thomale, Platt, Hanke, Bernevig, to appear in PRL
LaFeAsO vs. LaFePO: SC form factor

Nodeless s+-

Nodal s+-



LaFeAsO vs. LaFePO: critical scale

 LaFeAsO: larger critical scale, close proximity of d-wave and s-wave, 
strong SDW fluctuations

 LaFePO: lower critical scale, weak SDW fluctuations

LaFeAsO LaFePO

Thomale, Platt, Hanke, BAB





KFe2As2: Experimental evidence I 

 Strong hole doping: only hole pockets present

 Low critical temperature

Ding group (China)



KFe2As2: Experimental evidence II

 Penetration depth: linear behavior

 Thermal conductivity: offset, low energy density of states

 NMR (not shown): Evidence for nodes in the SC phase

Dong et al., Terashima et al.Hashimoto et al.



s+- to d-wave transition in Ba(1-x)K(x)Fe2As2

band structure: Graser et al.



SC form factor of KFe2As2

 d-wave SC is induced at the large hole pocket at the M point of the
unfolded Brillouin zone

 SC signature is induced to the hole pockets at Γ

 Experimental signature: fluctuations at (π,π) also in the folded zone 



Zhou group, Fudan 





Rong Yu et al, arXiv:1103.3259
BAB, JP Hu in preparation

in chalcogenides (Lipscombe, N Wang, P Dai)





 Superconductivity in the Iron-Based superconductors paints of confusing 
picture of different compounds having different order parameter symmetries, 
both gapped and gapless

 Fermi surface topology and orbital content seem to be important towards 
determining the order parameter

 Wide -range order parameters, from gapped S+- to gapless S+- to d-wave

 What is the low-energy effective local interations (i.e. local in space and not 
in q) model for the iron-based superconductors: good agreement with a t-J1-
J2 model but without heavily renormalized t.

 Future challenges: how to understand the FeTe compounds? Magnetism is 
at different wavevector than fermi surface nesting.

Conclusions


